ETSA Stand package, 4.5 x 2 m //

Stand details incl. equipment:
All stand packages include build-up and dismantling
Wall elements with wooden panels, height 300 cm, carpet (standard carpet color orange) incl. polythene covering during setup

Included equipment:
▪ exhibitor name on two of the orange wall elements (maximum 25 characters) and number of stand in black letters
▪ orange stripe on one row of wall elements (1x0,6m)
▪ backlit plexi column in orange
▪ 1 cabin 100x100cm incl. lockable door
▪ 1 counter lockable, white, w: 100x d: 50x h:106cm with 1 white barstool, in polypropylen (Art.no. Vigo, TS2)
▪ 1 seating unit with 1 table 70x70cm (Art.no. Vero 70, T04), white and 3 chairs in polypropylen, white (Art.no. Volt, ST18)
▪ 1 brochure rack (Art.no. PZ6)
▪ 1 waste paper basket (Art.no. MEB 510)
▪ 3 long arm spotlights
▪ 1 electrical socket outlet for exhibitor

▪ (optional graphic on info counter ordered directly from exhibitor, each 105,- EUR net.)

▪ Incl. 10 kW electricity connection with one distribution panel 2
▪ Daily stand cleaning